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A Note from the Editors

You are reading the 10\textsuperscript{th} anniversary volume of \textit{SKY Journal of Linguistics}. Still, the history of the journal and its predecessor, \textit{SKY Yearbook}, go back further into the history than ten years. In retrospect, ten years (or approx. 20 if one includes the precursor) may seem like a short time span. In spite of this, if one takes a glance at the previous volumes of either journal, one can see during this time, \textit{SKY Journal of Linguistics} has been able to provide a relatively broad cross-section of internationally significant linguistic research. In addition, a closer look at the contents reveals that numerous prominent linguists from Finland and overseas have published their work in the journal and its predecessor. We of course hope that this tradition continues and that thereby the journal’s objective and ambition to publish high-quality linguistic research can extend long into the future.

During the journal’s short history, the editors of the journal have also witnessed and initiated some changes. One change that has been clearly visible during the last few years has been the increase of submissions and published articles coming from international linguists. This internationalization of the journal is a welcomed process and we hope that through this process we have also been able to attract new readers, which naturally may help Finnish – especially young – linguists to gain visibility in the linguistic world.

We are grateful to all the previous editors for setting an excellent example and establishing a strong foundation for the journal. We have wanted to acknowledge the previous editors’ important work by asking the editors of the first \textit{SKY Journal of Linguistics} (Timo Haukioja, Ilona Herlin and Matti Miestamo) to write a greeting to the readers of the journal.

This year’s volume is a compilation of versatile and eclectic linguistic research. The individual papers represent different languages (Arabic, Finnish, Finnish sign language, Lillooet Salish, English, French) and different contexts for the analysis and use of language (text messaging, historical texts, language technology, prosody, etc.). We want to thank – again – the authors, as well as the external reviewers, without whom this work would not be possible, for a job well done.

\textit{Pentti Haddington, Leena Kolehmainen, Mari Lehtinen, Jukka Mäkisalo & Heli Tissari}
Greetings from the editors of the first *SKY JoL*

In 1988, the Linguistic Association of Finland started publishing its annual yearbook. In 1999, after eleven issues under the name of *Yearbook*, the publication appeared under a new title, *SKY Journal of Linguistics*. To mark the continuity of the publication, the journal’s numbering started where the yearbook had left off, from number 12.

The real differences between the final *SKY Yearbook* and the first *SKY Journal of Linguistics* were minor. The title was new, the cover design was new, and the journal now featured a book review section; but still, just like the last yearbooks, it used anonymous peer review, it appeared annually, and it was open for contributions from all schools and fields of linguistics. The title change was thus part of an ongoing effort to bring the profile of the journal up to date.

Those three statements are still true of the *SKY Journal* a decade later. This does not mean that the journal has stagnated; times have changed, and the journal has changed with them, in ways that the editors of the 1999 volume could not have dreamed of. Contrary to popular belief, we did not dress in pelts, live in caves or hunt for a living with wooden clubs back in those days; we even had the Internet, but search engines were still in their infancy and nobody seriously expected everything to be available online. Now, thanks to the journal being at the forefront of open-access publishing, the potential readership of *SKY Journal of Linguistics* has grown dramatically: instead of being limited by the number of copies printed, it is now limited only by the number of linguists with an Internet connection. Furthermore, if the contact addresses given by authors are any indication, the pool of potential contributors seems to have expanded significantly as well.

Congratulations to the 10-year-old and best wishes for the decades to come!

*Timo Haukioja, Ilona Herlin, Matti Miestamo*  
*Editors of SKY JoL 12 (1999)*